The Truth about Reincarnation – Warts and All – by Steve Gamble
An interesting debate with a Reincarnated Soul
What follows is the actual exchange between me and ‘Jeff’ a Reincarnated Soul from the Core of
God/Web of Consciousness/Wheel of Evolution, or better known as the Astral Reality. This is explosive
information and over the whole discourse people will come to understand why the world is in a mess and
why so many strange and stupid things seem to happening around the world. People will also learn just
how humanity has been controlled, duped, and lied to for thousands of years and why it is continuing
today. Nothing we believe in is actually how it seems, so be aware of having the very foundation upon
which you live torn apart and in need of rebuilding; this information will be that profound to many
people.
I have kept all the posts verbatim to record an accurate exchange. The only editorial changes I have made
are to remove Jeff’s last name, to protect him, and split some of the longer posts into paragraphs to make
the information easier to read. As this all took place on Facebook there is no provision for typing italics or
bold, so some words appear in capitals to add importance to that word.
One last note of interest, although I made my thoughts about reincarnation clear in my first post, this must
have been overlooked. Or so I initially thought, until I realised that all Reincarnated Souls are
programmed to believe we are all ‘occupied’ by one of these ‘souls’ and those who disagree are just not
aware of this! Quite amazing programming.
When I realised that Jeff was indeed a reincarnated soul that I could enter into debate with, I used all my
knowledge of reincarnation to pretend to be a reincarnated soul myself to try and gather as much
information as possible. However, I assure the reader that I have not had any other past life, not even one.
Just this one life I am very much pleased to say. In fact when I was 21 I went to a Hypnotherapist to help
me quite smoking and he asked if I would partake in Regressive Hypnotherapy as he was writing a Book
about past lives he had discovered in his Sessions. So I said yes. Well, there was nothing, nada, zilch, just
darkness. Though I did ‘relive’ an episode when I was 7 when I was very ill that I had no conscious
memory of, so the Hypnotherapist obviously knew what he was doing. For the record he was a
psychiatrist too.
Enjoy getting to know just how we have all been programmed, controlled and misled for thousands of
years. Oh, and WHY there is an Agenda for Global Depopulation, why we have GMOs and why Nature
and the Earth is slowly being destroyed, and much more! [Note: there is an error on page 10 where I
could not remove the formatting from FB]
Steve wrote: Nah, it is dead soul (entity) possession. Nothing new, been going on for thousands of years.
Proven this to be the case and that a belief in reincarnation was introduced to hide this fact...
Jeff wrote: I don't need external proof, remember quite a few past lives and have met quite a few folks I
shared those lives with and we compared notes.... Reincarnation is a Reality.... but those who have no
memory must criticize it, mostly because they feel maybe they are less evolved, but the reality is...it's no
freakin walk in the park. One of my past life friends (also in this life, has it pretty bad, no disconnection
from all her past lives.... it can be haunting, and I know she's for real because I was there with her in a
few. For me for the most part the memory comes down to the last few moments of a traumatic death, or
really hard core traumatic moments ...not everything imprints on our souls, it has to be pretty hard core.
But it can show us, when we can see these past moments, how they have rippled through time and still
manipulate our thoughts and actions...and even Illnesses today. The fact is almost all Disease that is not
built upon Mass Karma (virus's...) is built upon personal Karma, basically some hard core nasty ass past
experience that we have built a wall around....therefore shutting off energy to a part of our etheric

bodies.... And even Mass Karmic disease will manifest in personal karmic weak areas..... Reincarnation is
a Reality.
Steve wrote: With respect Jeff, like I said it is entity attachment/s and all people are 'experiencing' is the
past life of the attachment. This is in no way criticizing or debunking anybody's experiences because
these experiences are very real to the person undergoing them. But just putting it in perspective - it is the
attachment/s 'life/memory' that is being experienced. Nothing new, been going on for thousands of years.
It is exactly the same as the recipient of a Donor Organ can take on the likes, dislikes, memories,
character and personality traits of the dead donor. Simply because this is all to do with 'shared'
consciousness/soul being experienced.
Jeff wrote: What you say is possible, usually younger souls with poor boundaries....it's a small part of the
whole picture but does not negate the Truth of Reincarnation. It's sounds like you are saying an
"attachment" can have a past life, but not a human. If you understand what an "attachment" is you would
see this is not true. These attachments are generally astral reflections, I call them "Constructs"...they are
basically our shadows astrally...an astral reflection so to speak of who we WERE and who we were
believed to be by others who fed into us energetically. , all souls that have been around for a while
develop these....it's basic Law. But they are not entities per se, they have no future and live entirely in the
past..and have no soul... they are also what we see during the death process Inside the "Tunnel" (which is
the spinal column, and mistake for our dearly departed....but they are not the souls of our dearly departed,
but rather an astral energetic reflection... drawn to us through the magnetism of our astral nature which
reigns supreme in the "InBetween Time" as I call the death process. ...we don't see our allied souls until
we get outside of that tunnel. I've done a lot of "dying" without actually cutting the cord, so have a lot of
experience with the process in this and my last lifetime... And I learned a lot about these Constructs.....
but here's the thing, they don't attach unless we have a resonance with them...with their energetic
expression so to speak.. "Ghosts" are created from the consciousness gazing backwards at it's own
construct during the Death process not very common because the inertia is very "Forward" ... I have no
such attachments.... I remember my past lives, I've met some folks I shared them with and we had the
same memories. One old dude who knew me in my last life (he was a young man in this one and was
there when I died) a very magical old dude, told me a lot of things about that day that has helped me
reconcile it. (Getting shot in the head, and having to agree to the action based upon my Teachers wishes)
was only a small part of what made it difficult. Yes, it is possible to pick up the info from a construct.... A
Majority of "Channels" are really just that...not a connection to an actual soul, but rather their
Construct...which in the case of a lot of the major entities supposedly channelled (Jesus, Mary, Arch
Angels etc.) these Constructs are freakin energetically Huge, because of all the energy of thought and
emotion that has fed them over time. But the actual souls of these entities have long since Merged.....
Make no mistake, Reincarnation is real, even for those who can not remember.
Steve wrote: This is interesting Jeff. Totally expected one of two responses, this was one of them. So, if I
understand correctly, the 'vessel' you are now occupying for 'this' life was prepared for you before you
'reincarnated', yes?
Jeff wrote: Hmm, prepared by who or what?
Steve wrote: Well Jeff, how do you reincarnate? You must have something planned for the next life, so correct me if I am wrong? - you must be 'aware' between 'lives' and therefore have an understanding of
what will/maybe your new life? Surely? Otherwise what is the point? Sorry, just trying to understand...
Jeff wrote: Yes,m there is a point in the "death" process where, after a certain number of lives, you
become aware of your "group"...and you basically are timeless and can "see" forward....but it's like you
see not just one thing, you see many options depending upon choices....but don't know what those will be

until you get there. Yes, you are aware between lives, but I don't think so much in earlier incarnations....
just kind of being pulled along. A lot depends upon a souls point on the wheel of evolution. On what is
sometimes called the first turn...it is totally different than when the wheel reverses. I don't remember what
it was like on that first part of the wheel, but have indications based upon my experiences dying... and just
basic observation. It's all really pretty much an energetic thing. Are we pre-destined to be some particular
thing.... on the first turn of the wheel you could say we are destined to fill in our designated spot in the
Whole...a unique separate expression... but you don't know what that is until it's a done deal....then the
wheel turns back upon itself.... now you could almost say the evolution is one of returning to from
whence we came. And this amounts to facing those demons we created along the way by placing
judgments upon Creation that don't really exist...and that hold us to a separate unique expression that has
served it's purpose but no longer is our ...goal or Master. We tread back over the same road we have
previously traveled, but this time instead of Collecting that which will define us.... we are discarding
those things and becoming what we were before we were defined. The main lesson I learned, in fact the
reason my Teachers led me on this Path of the Yoga of the Death state was that we don't have to fall for
the Heavens and Hells.... these are basically man made constructs built upon mental/astral material, which
serve as places to work through some of our stuff....but this becomes unnecessary after a point as if we
don't allow ourselves to go there, and keep focused on the Light at the end..... that is where the hyper
processing occurs. Gotta go, little boy is awake from nap.
Steve wrote: Thanks for sharing Jeff. I am somewhat aware of 'Soul Groups'? where we 'train'. But for
some reason we're not allowed to mix with or talk with Souls from other 'groups'. Can't remember why,
some Law or other. Do you recall? Also vaguely aware of around 3 choices of 'life' and predetermined
deaths laid out before 'descending' into a new 'vessel/body' to begin our new life? Would this be correct or
is there more to it? I also though the 'vessel/body' was prepared for us and that it can take some time to
give that vessel purpose and life? Again not sure?? What do you recall of this, if anything, as you seem to
have a much better 'memory' than most? Thanks!
Jeff wrote: I only have a very few minutes, so part reply. As far as Mixing.... It has to do with Web
Placement. Our group is the closest extensions to us. It's all one huge organism. Cells spring from other
cells and give way to more. Those "cells" that are closest to us in the organism...are our group. There is
no need or purpose of" Mixing" beyond, though we are connected to it all. It simply has to do with
Placement in the web. Like the branch of a tree is aware of the rest of the branch, but not the roots...and
has no need to be. It's Genetic instructions so to speak are most common with the branch. As the Whole
forms, with each replication from the beginning of this Incarnation of..... Creation, with each replication
from the First, there is very minute change,(labeled "free Will" by some) but as the Web expands, from
one side of it to the other, the differences are extreme to say the least. Our "purpose" is to fill our place in
the web.
The growth of Creation happens in 2 ways. The whole expanding outward...and the individual pieces
(souls) expanding to fill the space between them. The center has been named by the Mystics,"the spiritual
sun" and this is basically the souls that grew and merged with the surrounding souls to fill their allotted
positions. (not allotted by some Divine Plan really, just by the natural course of the expansion of the
whole and their position in it. ) Interesting you mention the three choices...my teachers had a "Rule of
Three"....maybe related but must go now, will talk later.
Steve wrote: Thanks for sharing Jeff, especially whilst you are so busy. Look forward to reading more
when you have the time, especially about the the 'Rule of Three' and if the Law of Silence is still in place,
or if this only applies to some Souls?
Jeff wrote: I get up at 4:30 AM and work usually until 10 at Night....this is just to get by living very
simply. I don't have any real "spare" time...but try to take short breaks, and eat, several of these happen

when my wife and 4 year old are still asleep, or have gone to bed, or it's nap time, so this is my "spare"
time and I try to use it wisely. Genuine interest shown n these areas from folks...... is a good use of that
time for me to put my attention on. I've learned you can usually tell more by a persons questions, than by
their statements of their "Knowledge"...your questions show that you have put time and energy into these
questions. I can only answer from my perspective of what I have learned....passing on what I have heard
is fairly useless....and the fact is, my learning did not come from Words, so terms that you use may not
jibe with mine, even when we are talking about the same thing. My instruction was on a non-verbal
level....but of course filtered through my mind, so the terms I use are mostly of my own creation...to fit
the lessons.
The rule of Three as I call it was something my Teachers were pretty serious about.... I on the other hand
was not, and this got me into a lot of trouble...not with them, but with the repercussions of my not
following that rule. For the most part I did, but in the Yoga of the Death State.... I didn't........ This caused
major major problems, BUT I would not have learned many things that I did, if I had adhered to the
Rules, so though it damaged me in some pretty hard core ways.... it can benefit my Group, because I can
tell them why...not to do this or that.
My teachers in this Life who were not in physical bodies, but were in our last life..... their Intention was
to ....HMMM, to show me through experience the limits of our abilities (there are few) he he....by
breaking these imagined limits through a variety of meditation and contemplation techniques.... Things
like flying, or moving through water, or moving physically through a door and coming out on the other
side...... Healing, etheric vision, the yoga of the death state, or astral plane travel (not astral projecting
which is different) which I also learned by accident (not from them. But the rule of three was that I could
do none of these techniques more than 3 times or else they would become habitual and actually a
hindrance..... we get mired in our habits. And this is a more important lesson for the death experience
where eventually we must learn one pointedness and not be distracted. I'm going to go get my tea, then be
back..
Jeff wrote: "My teachers intention was for me to learn to travel with ease on all the 7 Rays (if you know
about those)...so I could teach them... Well I learned them, but have spent my life surviving without much
time to do what I was supposed to do according to them...I figured maybe when I get old.... The whole
idea of pre-determined...HMMM. This is kind of a large subject and time pressure make it a little more
difficult...so baby steps I guess... You could say that each soul has a predetermined....culmination...this is
determined by it's own momentum...it's own choices, but also by it's overall placement in the Web AND
somewhat by all the souls that surround it (the Group).
Now this "culmination" does not mean death, but rather the completion of the First turn of the
evolutionary wheel. of that part of the souls journey that is motivated towards making a Unique Separate
Expression.... this is the task of all souls, and what has been condemned by religions and spiritual systems
from day one, not understanding that the whole process, and not just the journey home....is the Spiritual
Path. The hardest part for religions and spiritual disciplines to grasp has been the fact that the Ego....and
Soul....are the very same thing, only at different points upon the wheel.... this would also translate into
saying that the Christ Aspect....and the Satan aspect....are the very same thing, only at different points
upon the evolutionary wheel. Both aspects being that energy or motivating force that propels a soul
through it's journey. That Quest to Become what one must.
This is probably the biggest lesson of this time and one ....really the only one that can give a person True
Compassion.... I have seen my ..... paths pattern possibilities during my last "death"..and my first wife's,
in one very ...elevated moment, and I saw how the roads were full of choices that would lead to different
outcomes....but the truth is I did not notice how many possible end points were there...maybe it is three, or
maybe innumerable. In the Yoga of the Death State (dying without cutting the cord) that stage does not

occur, you just go as far as the Light stage right before that. And I can only speak of my experience from
here, not sure everyone's is the same. Once I passed through "the tunnel" I came to what I called, "The
White Hall" and here for many years I was taught by just one soul...whose face I could not look at
without dissolving into the Light.... many years later this changed into something more solid, and with a
whole group of souls...... But my memory from a total death was the next step was sort of finding the road
that would allow me to face my ....Karma. But then again this would be..... would probably not even
happen to souls that have not yet culminated their expressions and are still on the first turn of the wheel.
I'm sure my beliefs do lean more towards Eastern style...my past life was in Tibet, Buddhist...... and was
very Mystically inclined. I have a long ...... not fun history with the Western Religions..... with what they
have done to those who didn't ....... follow the party line so to speak...he he. In fact many of us have deep
scars from being burned or drowned or beaten or shunned simply because we chose a ...... more mystical
path... and it isn't really a choice, just the natural outcome of a certain number of lives.... But you can't
judge a book by it's cover, some of today's most narrow minded religious zealots are actually very old
souls that could no longer take the abuse so for this time around jumped on the old bandwagon. Gotta go
to work, put the chickens away for the night and git er done.... still with me or is this just sounding a little
too far out there?"
Steve wrote: Wow Jeff. Thanks for sharing. I can pretty much understand and relate to most of that.
However, a few things I’m struggling with on initial reading. I need to read it a few more times, which I’ll
do tonight, and if there is anything I still don’t understand I’ll come back to you then. In the meantime, I
was wondering if you would be so kind as to share some information on an area where I am a little short,
lacking? I don’t have the ‘conscious’ memory of experiences like you have to draw upon. So there are
gaps in my understanding, pieces of the jigsaw missing if you like. It concerns the Melding of the ‘Soul’
with the ‘vessel/body’, the ‘new’ incarnation.
For the reader this is where the R Soul begins to occupy, or complete a Full Meld with the
‘consciousness’???? of the ‘vessel/body’ to begin a new life. This is also known as 'coupling'. I am aware
that often this first takes place in the womb and is often completed before birth, or at least within the first
year/s of early development after birth. However, there are a number of occasions where this ‘full meld’
or ‘total coupling’ with the ‘vessel/body’ can take 6 years, and even 12 years or more. As these ‘vessels’
are deemed to be ‘primitive’ then why does it sometimes take so many years to obtain this ‘full meld’ or
coupling? If you can share something on this issue that would not only help me, but all those that are
reading these posts too. Thanks again for your time!
Jeff wrote: I haven't heard any of these terms before, as I really haven't read much on these subjects...I
rely on personal experience and can pass along what my Teachers imparted to me. I have seen very young
children, probably never over a year old, whose souls have not inhabited their bodies completely. It could
just be an indecisive soul.... My Teachers imparted that oft times a soul may not enter at all, changing it's
mind I suppose kind of late in the game, and these are often the cause of what is called Crib death. It
could also be a Magnetic issue. I haven't contemplated this issue before..... But we are energetic beings....
our souls and bodies must match up energetically... We each have a very distinct energetic signature
which will need to match up.... I guess this is what you are calling "Melding"..... But once again there is
that "Free Will" issue that can throw a wrench into the Machine.... and unexpected factors can occur, say
a vaccination in a little baby with toxic metals that will totally throw off the natural energetic signature of
that child..... messing up the pre planned or hoped for match.
The thing is we don't foresee every possibility, in fact it's not even like we are seeing per say but as
feeling for an specific energetic interplay that will allow us (those on the return trip on the Wheel) ...a
purer Light. On the first turn of the wheel...the younger souls, HMMM.... it's totally different and ....it's
been a while so..... younger souls are Projecting forward based upon their current Momentum...they aren't

really making a conscious choice as they move into a new Life, just .... falling into the natural progression
of their pattern as it is unfolding based upon their current decisions.....basically the vessel being projected
by the pattern...but on the return trip on the wheel, these souls are basically tearing down the pattern,
becoming simpler and simpler...more light and less hues. Actually following their pattern...which was a
done deal when they culminated....Backwards. Well, this is not a total answer, my 4 year old is calling
and so is my work....but they are seeds for contemplation for you that might make the answer you are
looking for more readily available..... I just can't follow it through in this moment..... Life Happens. Cut
wood, carry water and all that.
Steve wrote: OK Jeff, thanks for taking the time. So do you know what happens to those 'vessels' that are
not then 'occupied'? Where the Soul cannot 'Couple/Meld' and the 'baby/child' is kind of left? Need to go
through all this a wee bit more, but thanks again..
Jeff wrote: They Die.... never were really "alive"...just auto pilot organic system...but without the
"connection" can't persevere. If you've ever seen one it's kind of sad/scary. But not as sad/scary as when
you see an adult that has been mostly disconnected....or inhabited.
Steve wrote: Cheers Jeff. So unless a 'body', or 'new born', is 'occupied' by a Soul from the 'Soul Group' or any 'soul group would that be????' - then they literally die? That is the part I do not fully comprehend.
If it can take 6-12 years in some cases to complete the 'meld/coupling' that is required, then why do these
children not die in the meantime? Does the 'soul' from the 'soul group' allow the 'vessel' to live until a full
meld is completed, and if not it, the child dies? That is the only thing that makes sense. Otherwise, as we
are taught, without the 'soul' the 'vessel' is 'primitive'' but should still be able to survive??? Sorry I know
these terms are new to you, so if you could explain what you call it, the 'occupation'???? - that would
help.
As I mentioned I don't have the luxury of conscious memory like you, just feedback from regressive
hypnotherapy, which is why there are gaps that 'confuse' me. Sometimes the right questions are just not
asked One last question before I reread these posts again in case I forget, do Reincarnated Souls still have
the 'Watcher' or 'Keeper' in their new life to keep an eye on them? Or is this just something for the 'New'
Souls? Sorry, don't quite understand this one, but I can sometimes see these watchers/keepers. Dressed in
a kind of Monks clothing with the hood pulled up and where a face should be there is nothing, just
blackness, a black hole. Would this be the pure energy - spiritual Sun - you mentioned. Or am I way off
course here? Thanks Jeff.
Jeff wrote: So, the 6-12 years I suppose is the time it could take to align the frequencies of the soul with
the body, this isn't really a problem as half the freaking humans on the planet are not in total alignment....
are partially disconnected usually due to poor boundaries, a weak sense of self.. disease or drug
addiction.. But this is different from when the soul does not choose to come into the body, which does
happen sometimes...and then the body would die. There were times when I "cheated" and went against
my teachers during the Yoga of the Death Process and instead of keeping focus on the Light on the far
side, I pulled into Heaven and Hell Realms..... The problem with this is that they have their own
"Momentum"...that which we call Time. And it's like a freakin Vacuum Cleaner and sucks you right in
and pulls you along. The idea that has led so many of the Western Religions to shun the reality of
Reincarnation was the fact that they were told that Heavens and Hells were Eternal..... and that's the .....
Trick, because on one hand they are....but being in a totally different "Time" Zone so to speak, an Eternity
in Hell or Heaven is like a blink of an eye in our Time.
When I pulled into these places if it had not been for my Teachers voices pulling me out.... I would have
died eventually, because the totality of my consciousness and my soul was focused in these complete
different realities, and the part that makes it difficult is that we forget who we are back here...and are
totally absorbed in those Realms as Fully and often more fully than we are here. And an interesting thing

about these Astral Realms...which Heavens and Hells are is that they have Gravity, so keep this in mind
when you die, and keep focused straight ahead because the Laws we have here are amplified there and
where you put your attention....is where you will automatically go.... and Heavens and Hells are a waste
of time...and if it happens to be a Hell Realm....well that's an eternity of SUCK, yet it's also the blink of
an eye... Pretty trippy. The thing is, yes we learn in those realms...much as we do here, ... but the learning
can really suck, and we can gain much more Evolution and it's bi product of learning by simply going to
the Light on the other side, and spending as much time as possible there...without freaking out and
worrying about what the heck happened to our body....
But we usually do get back to that, at least I always did. I don't know about the terms "Watcher or
Keeper".... we do have our guides, at least once we've made that first turn of the wheel. These folks are
always available to us in what I call the Dreamtime...when we sleep, but we do not usually recall these
dreams because we can only remember in the same frequency that we think, and when we are there it is a
much higher frequency. So we can't remember unless in our waking state we attain to that same higher
frequency. I have heard a lot of folks speak of a similar Guide as you mentioned. in the cloak pulled up,
dark face...? My main one is really Bright Light, wears a shining white cloak and if I look into the face I
dissolve into the same Light that is ....on the other side of the dying process right before we choose our
next life. My intuition tells me this is a Guide of yours (which we do all have)....and it could be that the
blackness is just ...HMMM, the Minds trick because The Light is so beyond comprehension, and that
which is beyond comprehension for us we usually shroud in Darkness....
That's just a thought as all the ..... entities I've ever dealt with personally were very Bright. The Spiritual
Sun is basically what is the Heart of all Creation and it is built upon the souls...that have merged. As I
said before Creation expands Outwardly....but each cell in creation also expands outwardly until it fills it's
space in the web, where it merges with those surrounding souls...and this is the Spiritual Sun that is ever
growing as Creation grows and souls expand to fill their spaces. And this is simply a matter of time, the
oldest souls are the next to Merge. Now I'm going to leave you with a mind blower. This Outward
expansion has been the Nature of Creation for thousands, well millions of years.. This is what Creation
does, it expands.... but here is the wild and crazy thing...... It's done. Just as each of our souls reaches
culmination....so does all of creation.
And this happened a while back, like the 60's So everything has changed. Instead of expanding
outwardly, it is now expanding back in upon itself, as new souls keep being created..... new Pieces of
original Light replicating ....no longer outward, but rather back within the Whole. This is a BIG DEAL.
This is why there is what has been called "the Quickening"...This is why there is so much wild and crazy
insane stuff going on also.... Basically ...the Light....is compressing. This speeds up the evolution of those
on the return trip on the wheel, but causes a natural sort of Panic in the younger souls who are sort of
under the threat of Missing out on ...their time Creating themselves so to speak. To use a religious sort of
language which can create more ...confusion than it alleviates...he he... You could say quite accurately
that. "God has Reached Critical Mass"...... I have to leave you with that and get back to work....
Steve wrote: Hi Jeff. Thanks for sharing that, very interesting. I am aware of a lot of what you shared. In
particular the ‘frequency’ of the Soul/Consciousness of the Human Vessel must be attuned to that of the
Incarnating Soul in order for a Full Meld/Coupling to be achieved. The State of ‘Consciousness’ (energy)
attracts like for like in that sense, so that makes perfect sense. Likewise when you die, as you say, you
can migrate towards what your consciousness has ‘become’ because focus was upon the wrong thing.
Something came to me while I was reading your post. I cannot say it is from a ‘conscious’ awareness,
more from a subconscious/subliminal awareness that managed to somehow filter through. Whether this
has come from the Dreamstate or Meditation, Teachers or Guides, or a mixture, I cannot be sure, but I
wanted to share this with you for your feedback if that is OK with you? Human Vessels are just primitive

and have no purpose unless they are ‘occupied’ by a ‘Soul’ from the Wheel of Life/Evolution. That would
be a fair statement would it not? That seems to be well understood anyway.
But what about those Vessels that are not ‘occupied’ by ‘Souls’ and which continue to ‘live’? Could these
be a threat to this Web of Life, its’ evolution? Well not a threat per se, but more of a drain on the Life
Force of the Souls within that Web? Is this why ‘Creation’ is now imploding on itself rather than
expanding perhaps? It would appear so, though I’m not too sure how or why. Maybe that is irrelevant and
there is no need to know??? But it makes sense when you take into consideration what else ‘Souls’ are
doing. I am aware that various ‘Soul Groups’ have ‘sent down’ Souls to human vessels that are now in
positions of power and influence. The ‘Souls’’ influence over these human vessels in positions of power
is what is responsible for the creation of GMOs, toxic medicines and vaccinations, toxic chemicals
involved in Aerial Spraying of the Skies, found within food, furniture and the likes.
So I am aware of a larger Agenda by the experienced Souls and that is one of Global Depopulation of the
Human Vessels. Or at least reducing ‘numbers’ to a more manageable level than at present. This makes
sense because if these human vessels are a drain on the Wheel and Souls therein, then it is prudent to
reduce their size whereby it become much easier for ‘Souls’ to gain their ‘occupancy’ – Meld/Coupling.
In this way those ‘Vessels’ then have a meaning and purpose to life, are being steered in the right
direction, and the primitive soul within their body is educated and is of far more use when the ‘vessel’
dies as its’ soul can then contribute positively to the Wheel of Evolution by filling in those spaces in
between ‘Souls’ and ‘Soul Groups’. Maybe this would help stop the contraction, the implosion and even
restart the explosion or expansion again????? What are your thoughts on this Jeff? After all, this is
happening, and we can witness it, and it makes sense too? Though wouldn’t it be far easier if ‘God’ or the
who-whatever ‘created’ humans in the first place just arranged for them to born with a ‘Full Soul’, rather
than the primitive one that makes them a danger? Or is there some kind of Law that prohibits that?
Thanks again Jeff for sharing some really informative knowledge. Oh, are you aware of the Lords of
Karma? From my memories ‘They’ play a huge part in deciding the next ‘life’ or ‘reincarnation’ for the
‘Soul’ and ‘Soul Group’. Speak soon!
Jeff wrote wrote: "Hey Steve, There is so much here in your thoughts and questions that I'm not sure
where to start. Many things I haven't contemplated, and upon contemplation...WOAH. The Compression
of Creation...the God reaching Critical Mass, is not a bad thing...it is just the Nature of Creation. It's not
even a big deal for us. Evolution is very amplified, but to be more precise, the Light which motivates
evolution is amplified...and exponentially more every day. The things we see in the world, that are
weeding out the bodies...The human natural immunity being destroyed, the toxins every where and even
things like the Government pushing vaccinations chemtrails etc. ....all slowly killing off the
population......My first thought was simply that this is the ....natural panic of young souls Gypped out of
their Lengthy experience of Grabbing everything they can from the world to define themselves, but they
seem to sense that they won't have the normal allotted time for that. Here's the deal, we all start out as evil
little bastards...he he, seeking to satisfy an insatiable ego....to grasp for our separate selves everything we
possibly can.
We all go through the Koch Brothers stage...every single one of us.... It's how the system Works. It is
through the seeking of pleasure and avoiding pain that pretty much every soul builds to culminate in their
UNIQUE SEPARATE EXPRESSION. Finding that is the goal of EVERY soul on the first turn of the
wheel, where we Fill our position in the Web.... We've been hypnotized over thousands of years to
believe this is BAD.... Satan is the archetype of the energy that motivates us here....every single one of
us....UNTIL we reach that point of culmination....then we travel back down that same road, and we see
what built us, but from a new angle...... because the road for all souls until they reach culmination is
Hallmarked by JUDGMENTS.... EVERYTHING is judged and put in certain positions in relation to
everything else...our persona, our Expression is a pattern built chasing pleasure and avoiding pain, and
judging everything according to which and how much of either of these is allotted us by them. So these
young souls kind of sense that they won't get their whole day of play....and go kinda Nuts.. But then you

posited the question or statement about the Planned culling of excess bodies and upon reflection I can see
how in this particular time of Creation...in the Quickening....there will be souls merging at a faster
rate,but with the physical act of procreation still clipping along at an incredible rate, there will indeed be
more vessels than there are souls to occupy them.. WOW, that's hard core. So these things we see in the
world that seem so evil.... are really just maintaining the balance of souls to vessels.... WOW!... And yes,
without a soul they have no real purpose and really I don't believe a body can function very long without
one.
Now about the Heaven and Hell realms... It's all about resonance.....magnetic resonance..... what we
vibrate at....is what will mirror back to us in the In Between Time.. But it's not because of "wrong"
thinking or whatever that we might end up in one of those Hell realms....you see, that's just part of the
Judging that has defined us, but that we now seek to get past on the Journey back from whence we
came.... And to Merging. It simply is an energetic Law acting out.
You see, "God" is this whole thing....not something separate on the Outside...It's the chicken and egg
deal.... What came first...all of Creation, or God...because it's like this....Once upon a time in the sea of all
darkness and nothingness....a spark appeared....ad divided, and every division divided...and just like the
cells of any living thing..... kept dividing and replicating outward at an exponential rate. But eh
energy...the motivation which caused the first cell to divide, and every cell after that was one of.....
Creating a new unique expression. It;s been said that we exist so that God can learn...and grow and
experience.... and this is true, but WE ARE ALL GOD, without each of us there would not be God, and
without God there would not be each of us.... But to continue the story.... so these sparks of light that are
replicating outward...and each individually growing to fill there unique positions in this Web of It
All.....just keep expanding outward, it's a freakin free for all.... for an Eternity, then all of a sudden
WHACK... just as each individual cell spark of light grows to fill it's allotted space....so does the whole...
WOW, that was a big surprise said God as he suddenly hit the Wall. Yet the cells kept replicating, but
could no longer expand outwardly, so expanded back within the whole...This put pressure of this Light
upon every cell in the body of the whole...And those in the center, on the edge of the Spiritual Sun were
much more rapidly assimilated. and all the rest towards the center were expanding very quickly..... And
the Merging with the Spiritual Sun went faster and faster until.....POOF, suddenly in a eternal black
nothingness appeared a Spark......... And this repeats itself over and over..... It was the Merging of all the
cells that created a gigantic Web of Light that under compression from them all, finally merged in entirety
until ..... there was only ONE....and the replication begins again. So chicken or egg.?... The Whole
becoming One, or the one becoming the All...the Whole. Circular evolution...... So it isn't a matter of God
creating wholly formed vs. partially formed souls. The Law is, all souls begin practically formless, then
move deeper into (form) until they culminate, then head back to formlessness, to the Form of the Spiritual
Sun (if we can call that Form)....and this is the point, this is how God.... the Whole,
experiences....evolves, which is it's Prime Directive. Just as each individual soul starts out as a single
spark....so does God start out...... and as the whole grows, so does what we have come to call God....."
Steve wrote: Hi Jeff, Most of that makes sense but with a contradiction or two as well, if I am
understanding it right. So, human vessels that are surplus to the number of Souls must be ‘removed’
because they [human vessels] serve no purpose, aka culling of the population, yes? I think we are
agreeing on that but maybe from a slightly different understanding. It would be good to know if these
‘vessels’ are perceived to be a drain on the Wheel of Evolution and the Souls within that Wheel, because
that would make more sense for the culling; and I’ll come to that in a while. Though whichever the
reason, the outcome’ of human vessel reduction [population control] is one and the same anyway? The
‘perceived to be’ evil acts we see around the world, like terrorism, wars, deaths etc. are all for, in a sense,
two reasons: one, because Reincarnated Souls in your words, ‘kinds go nuts’ and strange things happen,
and two, it is to restore the equal balance between the number of human vessels and the number of
available Souls to ‘occupy’ them. Would that pretty much sum it up? On another note about ‘God’ and
the ‘chicken and egg’ conundrum, this is something I’ve ‘felt’ for a long time: we are kind of living in a
larger version of ourselves so to speak, yes?

Or we are living inside of ‘God’, and just like Pancreatic Cells do their job in the Pancreas, Liver Cells
are different and do the their job in the Liver without either knowing what the other cells are doing, yes?
So Souls in different Soul Groups are doing their own ‘work’ – the Will of God if you like – oblivious to
what other Souls do – and it is all to keep ‘God’ functioning just like cells do in the body, yes? So God is
basically a culmination of ALL Souls, yes?
Where I find a contradiction is in that the ‘vessels’ ‘have no real purpose’. I think they do! Without the
Vessels then Souls have no way of being able to ‘define’ themselves, so the Human Vessel and its’
‘occupation’ by Souls is a necessity for the evolution of the Soul I would say, yes? Another quick note
from my experiences is that these human vessels DO have their ‘own souls’, and when the ‘vessel’ dies
the occupying Soul returns to – or at least should he he – from whence it came. But, I know that the
‘souls’ of the vessels – not the occupying Souls - are also ‘taken’ away and are processed at the periphery
of the Core of God. If they comply and undergo ‘training/programming/education etc’ then they may be
allowed to enter ‘deeper’ into the Core of God once they represent less of a threat to the finite balance
within. Hence my question earlier, do THEY - in excess of the number of Souls at least or without an
occupying Soul - represent a DRAIN on the life force of the Wheel of Evolution/Web of
Life/Consciousness and the Souls therein? It seems the only thing that makes sense? Is this something
you have come across Jeff? Gotta dash now have an appointment coming at 3.00. Speak later…

Jeff wrote: Hey Steve.... I was speaking of the "Surplus Vessels" as to having no real purpose. Yes, the
vessel is our vehicle for culminating our expressions in form, very necessary.... I gotta go too. Your
question about the "drain" bears future contemplation...now going to town.
Steve wrote: Thanks Jeff. That is a better way of putting it I guess than the way I tried to. So basically,
we get rid of those human vessels - the useless eaters if you like - that are not occupied by Souls, then this
leaves all humans then with 'purpose/meaning'? I Look forward to your thoughts on the rest of my post
when you have time. Really interesting conversation and I appreciate your time and feedback, thanks!
Steve wrote: Sorry, reading my post back I didn't explain the whole 'God/Soul' thing well. I was trying to
say/ask that in essence what you are saying is that both 'God' and the Souls are one and the same
Construct, the same 'consciousness' or 'energy/frequency', and one cannot exist without the other, is that
right? Sorry for the confusion
Jeff wrote: Actually I think you explained it quite well... Yeah, basically the Souls are the cells of God,
without all of the cells, there would be no God...and without God there would not be the cells. God's
growth is the cells expanding exponentially outward.... God's culmination was the Hitting the Wall back
in the 60's or so. "Made in the Image of".... our evolution and growth is the same as the Wholes...as

God's, only different time increments

Steve wrote: Thanks Jeff. Thought you'd understand but was thinking more about others that may be
following this thread. So God and the Souls are all one and the same 'consciousness',
energy/vibration/frequency then, good. That makes sense. I have to go out for the evening - my niece's
Birthday - so if you have time - I know how busy you are - to comment on the other points of my post
that would be great. I do have more questions but need to read your last post again as I cannot fully recall

what those were. Oh, one has just come to me so I'll share it quickly before I go. I thought that even the
'empty vessels' or partially occupied/coupled/melded ones were important because the Wheel of
Evolution required the 'energy' from their beliefs to help it to grow and feed the 'cells/God'? That of
course wouldn't 'fit' with 'them' being a drain on the 'Web of Consciousness' unless this only applied to
people who didn't 'believe' in God, like Atheists? Or have I got that wrong? I sometimes get loads of
information 'through' - too much at times to assimilate properly - and so don't always process it correctly
or accurately. Gotta dash for now. Will be back later or tomorrow to read more. Thanks Jeff!
Jeff wrote: "I am very much enjoying this conversation...As I was working out in my shop and
contemplating these things... Well it's interesting your comment about belief in God being a drain...and
getting loads of information through. This can be a problem ....one of my thoughts was how this info is
very difficult for most because the "Church" over the past couple thousand years has actually
programmed the DNA of most folks through various nefarious means, in fearing that which shold not be
feared, and believing that which is not true...and automatically blocking that which is.... So being so
deeply embedded in us, it becomes part of that Voice in the Distance that guides our Life path.... and it's
very difficult to weed out. I believe that is the root of your thought about that. . We seem to have been
cogitating along the same lines.
I don't believe anything can drain the Web.... It's all part of it. Things within the web can drain other
things in the Web, and that's only because we are still locked in the Duality created upon all our
judgments as we evolved to this point. Those judgments we are hopefully working to reconcile so we can
Truck on. I must say I am impressed by your ability to ponder and follow a train of thought to it's natural
conclusion when necessary pieces are provided. This is fairly rare as most folks are too set in their
personal paradigm, and that which is not part of it, they attempt to fit into it...or discard. I believe you are
working on the 5th Ray... Lucky you, it's probably my favorite. You have a Scientific mind in the real
sense. You might find this interesting...gotta go.. http://mysticorbtalismans.blogspot.com/2014/01/thetwo-styles-of-scienceidiot-science.html"
Steve wrote: Hi Jeff. Thanks for sharing that. Something came to me while I was out tonight which
makes a lot of sense. Before I share that I just want to explain a few things which may help. You don’t
seem sure that ‘unoccupied’ vessels can live for too long without having a ‘soul’ occupying them. This is
where I would have to disagree. This comes from ‘observation’, from watching what is going on around
me. I can say that from my experience there a lots of ‘unoccupied’ human vessels living well into old age.
I know this because for some reason I have been able to ‘see’ energies’ – and more – with my physical
sense of sight. Caused a few problems over the years I can tell you. Opinion was I should either be
submerged in Holy Water or locked up in a strait jacket...he he he. This is how I first saw the
‘watchers/keepers’ though did not know who or what they were. I had to ‘ask’ for this and in time I was
provided with the answer. We both know that Soul Groups are taught different things – to suit the Plan of
global God/Wheel of Evolution – so maybe, for some reason this has not been imparted to you? I don’t
know, I’m only surmising this to be the case.
So this is what ‘came’ to me tonight: Occupied Vessels are literally giving/providing ‘energy’ back to the
Wheel of Evolution (Core of God if you like) through prayer, invocation, rituals, and various other beliefs
and methods by utilising the creative energy that animates these vessels into these ‘methods’ of
sharing???? Whereas ‘unoccupied’ vessels, or non-believers (call them what you will), animated by the
SAME ‘creative energy’ ARE NOT! They are sharing NOTHING back! In a sense then, to me anyway,
they are ‘wasting’ this creative energy and not giving anything back to the God/Soul Consciousness. So
this may be why I ‘feel’ they are ‘deemed’ to be a ‘drain’ on the Web of Consciousness/Life. Be really
interested to hear your thoughts on this one Jeff. Don’t want to go ‘astray’ so to speak, but this seems, or
‘feels’ somewhat right to me. I will look at this link you shared tomorrow when I am more lucid and can
take it in. As for being on the 5th Ray, I don’t know about that, but thanks for the compliment. However,

I am aware of the importance of the SEVEN (7) in many belief systems, it is everywhere and it is too late
for me to quote a number of these now for others who may be reading. Maybe later in time. Thanks again
Jeff!
Steve wrote: Hi Jeff. That is an interesting link. Pseudo science as against the real science from
contemplation with God which is in tune with nature and ALL things...thanks for sharing...contemplation
is the key!
Jeff wrote: "Thanks Ivana Zara Dostojevski, Hey Steve, sorry it's taken a while... too busy, still, but a
few moments. I also can see etherically, so I know what you mean, so I'm curious what it is that you "see"
that makes you believe a vessel can survive without a Soul... I mean we have the 3 bodies, etheric, astral
and physical....but none can operate without the soul to energize it and carry it along. I'm wondering what
it is you see. I mean there are certainly bodies that carry very little light, being very disconnected, and
those that might be overshadowed by darker entities which might cause them to appear without the Light,
and these days with all the consumed crap these persons are becoming much more common, having
weakened their ties to their own souls....but I've never seen an un occupied vessel past a very young
infant... And to make a fine distinction on your point about soul groups being taught different things.... it
isn't exactly like that, every soul group..... expresses and you could say creates certain Knowledge based
upon what their particular discovery/gift to the WHOLE happened to manifest as... The fact is it's the
Soul Groups that are the building blocks of this thing we call Creation...and their.....pattern of growth so
to speak, is their gift of a certain knowledge.....
On a soul level I'd say not so much teaching takes place.... as Discovery or even Creation based upon the
pattern that group has been unfolding since it first came to be. It's difficult to properly speak of these
things in limited time/space that I'm feeling right now....This is all a very large subject. And I don't see
anything as being a drain in the web, and everything is a part of the Web...that exists..... Plus, in this
particular time there is So freakin much energy in the Web due to the compression that is taking
place........ I don't see a drain .... at least not upon the WEB. And at this point if there was one it might be
considered a positive thing at least on the outside edge of the Web where all the craziness due to the
Intensification is taking place.
But as long as humans are still living in Duality, they will be drained based upon their Judgments. But not
the Web... The 5th Ray is one of "real Science" as I talked about in my blog post. There are 7, which are
basically 7 paths...energetic flows that all humans have, one that drives their souls and one that drives
their personalities. and they change from lifetime to lifetime, and sometimes in the course of a Life.. All
"methods of Approach to the Divine" fall under these "Paths"... These 7 Rays..There are different styles
of meditation depending upon the Ray a person is on.... a long time ago I was told by my teachers it was
my path to teach these,,, but Life got in the Way, and that was before this Quickening.... now I don't feel
it's quite as important, if I was to teach a method I'd probably just go with ...what are they calling
it......hmm, Oh yeah Kriya Yoga.... Basically it seems to me all the others sort of take you to the Light
eventually and Kriya just cuts right to that......Well family is getting out of the tub, so gotta go feed em
and put the chickens away for the night. Nice communication.. Please explain what it is you see that
brought you to the conclusion that a vessel can exist without a soul.... I'm very curious, but quite sure it is
something else....that would lead to that logical conclusion..... See one of the "glamours" of the fifth ray is
to stop at a level in the pattern that is being .... traveled, and building conclusions there...it's a problem for
those following that Ray.... This is where "logic" can lead us astray. When our conclusions come before
the pattern has been completely followed to it's end. It's very human.... we interject our minds into the
equation ...just a little too early. I do this all the time..... Of course I guess in a way we all do because we
are still evolving, and our conclusions today, are the seeds of tomorrows..... and on and on... he he"

Steve wrote: Hi Jeff. [Thanks for those kind words Ivana]. Right, where to start in trying to answer your
question???? I remember a while ago before another incarnation. I’d been through the ‘meetings’ with the
‘Council of Elders’…’Holy Ones’…’Wise Ones’…’Ascended Masters’…’The Venerables’, along with
the ‘Lords of Karma’ and the ‘Time masters’ and was ready at the periphery of the ‘Core of
God’...’WEB’ awaiting my ‘next life’. I saw ‘Souls’ returning from their ‘lives’ and being greeted by
Guides and others in a kind of ‘Rapture’, yet behind all this I saw in the distance another group of ‘souls’
who were shackled and were being led by…I think from memory…’Guides’ and maybe some
‘Keepers’…can’t be totally sure. I asked what this was all about and was told it was the souls of ‘vessels’
who had not been occupied and their souls had been able to develop without contributing ‘anything’ to
the Core of God/WEB…that they were ‘too bright’ and ‘too impure’ to enter and were to be taken away
for ‘processing’. Indeed, looking at them from a distance it did appear that they were ‘too bright’ yet also
‘too dark’. I know that makes no sense but it’s the only way I can describe it. I was informed that if they
‘complied’, became subservient to the ‘Will of God’ then they may be brought into the Core of God for
further training/teaching/education/programming. And if that proved successful then they would be used
to serve the WEB of Consciousness in a similar way as all the other ‘Souls’ do. Gradually with them
moving further into the Core of God as they ‘learned’ more and more and became more useful.
The ‘colour’ of the ‘human souls’ was completely different to colours of Souls in the WEB, where 1st
Level Souls are White with the most advanced Souls being Purple and something I hadn’t seen before. I
was told to forget what I saw as it was irrelevant to me and my ‘Group’. Anyhow, long story short, when
‘watching’ humans and the energies within them I began to ‘see’ many different things. Yes, in most, I
saw ‘Souls’ and would say around 90% of people were ‘occupied’. In others I saw numerous ‘entities’
trying to gain control of the ‘vessel’, some passing themselves off as ‘Spirit Guides’ and ‘Angels’ and
‘Guardian Angels’ or some ‘other’ supernatural being allied with that ‘human vessels’ beliefs. But I also
saw many humans without ANY form of occupancy from either entities or Souls, where the soul of the
human had been allowed to ‘develop’ in its’ own way in accordance with the rest of Nature. These did not
seem backward people in any way and seemed to be living happy lives…BUT, they were NOT
contributing anything back to the ‘Core of God/WEB of Consciousness’! Maybe this is where I
thought…rightly or wrongly…that these ‘human souls’ were therefore being a DRAIN on the Wheel of
Evolution??? There is more to WHY I ‘feel’ this but time has escaped me for now as food is calling :o)
Be interested in your thoughts and observations on this Jeff?
Jeff wrote: "AHHH, I think we are maybe talking about what I call "Constructs"....Yes..... And it does
make sense about the too Light and Dark. What I'm seeing here is Constructs to the extreme, mostly it
would be the constructs of persons like Jesus, Mohammed, famous persons of all sorts whose constructs
have been fed an excess amount of energy from outside of themselves. We all have constructs...energetic
astral reflections.... but as I said early in this discussion, they have no souls and only exist in the past
(though appear in the present). A "ghost" is a person who has died and looked upon their construct and
become attached to it, BUT I believe that a construct could gain enough amplification to possible
manifest a body, or at the least find one that resonates closely yet has a human with tenuous ties to it's
own soul And as we depart from one life to another, depending again on our point of evolution.... and the
amount of time we will spend in the Light and how much evolution we will partake of in that time....our
Constructs would be left kind of hanging in the background..... to be assimilated in some way or another,
and as you said, not contributing as they only exist in astral material. And these that you are calling
"Human Souls" would be these constructs, and it's a good term as they are reflections ....or better yet,
projections of the human (and those that have fed energy into that humans life) , whereas humans are
projections of their souls..
Some of what you understood you had to process with thought, to make sense of it, and that's where the
darn confusion begins. Yeah, the constructs would be recycled...but would not retain anything of what

they were, simply being recycled through the Spiritual Sun, so it would actually not be correct to say they
are a drain.... anymore than anything else created by humans and entities. I wonder how you would "see"
me. I'm a very rare ...very very rare case. I'm basically a Ghost with a body, because of my Practice of
Yoga of the Death State I made a really lame (yet based on what I thought was love) decision when I was
young to gaze at my construct, and actually take it a step further and pull to myself the sheddings of my
construct.... this is really insane. As we evolve on the return trip on the wheel our constructs diminish,
they actually shed off some of what made them as we grow past things we collected in our quest to find
our separate unique expressions. These sheddings sort of Orbit the construct for a time until they
eventually dissolve for lack of energy feeding them. My ...I'll give you a link to a secret blog I have where
I wrote about this..... so basically I'm in a body, yet connected to my construct. This created all sorts of
problems, became way tp Psychic, had to move far from Humans and live in the woods for years......
Then found a way to block the intense psychic impressions but knowing that would create problems...but
you kinda gotta eat and live around humans these days, I saw no other option."
http://mysticinpurgatory.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/humpty-dumpty-and-ghost.html
Steve wrote: Thanks Jeff. I'll print that out now and read it later before I come back with any points or
questions. Just one quick question in the meantime though though, because it has been bugging me for
awhile. As ALL Humans are 'occupied' by Souls from the WEB, then WHY are fundamentalist Muslims the extremists - causing so much death and destruction around the world when they are 'occupied' by
Souls from the Core of God? What is the point of this?
Jeff wrote: Well i think if we look at the actual numbers Now...and throughout History the Christians
have caused a lot more death and destruction.... everyone's occupied by souls, but the degree of
connection is different for each. The Muslims are Pissed.... if I was a Muslim in a country Occupied by
invaders.... I'd be pissed too, especially considering all the death destruction and mayhem those invaders
are causing. And if I was pissed off enough from seeing my brothers and sisters blown apart for
something as shallow as the corporate greed of a very few....at the death and destruction of the many.....
I'd be kicking some ass wherever possible.
Steve wrote: Sorry Jeff I just don't get that from the 'perspective' of a 'human' occupied by a 'soul' from
the peace and love of God's Wheel of Evolution/WEB. I get it from a human emotional perspective, but
not from an evolutionary supposedly Divine one. The only way this 'figures' is if what I posted much
earlier is correct, in that Soul Groups - taught differently - are creating the 'division' in the world, the
wars, the terrorism, the GMOs, Toxic Medications etc etc to ENHANCE global depopulation...to create
the 'circumstances' that entitle politicians to remove every last vestige of our freedom and freedom of
choice...to allow 'them' to microchip us, vaccinate us and do whatever else is necessary to reduce the
population to the level of Souls available to inhabit the whole human race. THAT is all that makes sense.
I cannot see how the degree of 'connection' can make such a difference. Unless you can explain that
perhaps?
Jeff wrote: Well it's pretty simple. The Web is built upon duality. Peace and Love are only part of it...also
the opposite exists in pretty much equal proportion. The idea that "God is Good" is a human judgment
based in Ignorance. (and a massive amount of pretty hard core long term programming) God is ALL, The
Good the bad and the ugly are just human judgments in all this..... There would be no evolution, no
growth, no God without every single thing that exists...good, bad and ugly. I feel that you still carry a lot
of the DNA religious programming...it's like the deepest and most difficult to get past.... Souls are not
good or bad, they are each unique... a blend. We all pass through lives where we would be judged as evil,
and through those where we would be judged as good. But all of that is just dualistic notions which rob
the Truth of their reality, and keep us spinning . Eventually we step off that dualistic wheel and see that
....it's all pretty much necessary. There can be no Yang, without Yin, no flow, without ebb. No God
without that which we call "Evil". You can not paint a beautiful picture with just white....you need every

single color and hue. One man's "good" is another man's "evil". As long as the Wheel turns...there will not
be an occasion where every soul holds hands and sings Kum Bie Ya.
Yes a lot of what we would term "Bad" goes on...it sucks, but don't forget.... just as much good goes
on..... it just doesn't make the Press which of course is controlled by what we would judge as Bad.... and
they have their motivation.... all on the first turn of the wheel. You see once we get past that stage of self
satisfaction, of collecting to make our unique SEPARATE (note that word) expression.... we right off
become like the reformed smokers and drinkers.... a pain in the ass, all high and mighty, somehow
forgetting that we did all the same "evil" stuff..... it's part of the "Divine" plan... it's how human evolution
works. Not one Saint has ever not been a Sinner. Not one Prophet has not at one time harmed others in
their journey to define their Separate position in the Web. It's just how it works, we use duality....
darkness and light, pleasure and avoiding pain to come to that point of culmination.... all of us.... But it's a
mistake to keep falling for it once we have "changed direction"..... But being compassionate humans..... it
can be difficult to see our fellow humans suffer and see the Divinity in that..... I understand very well how
difficult it is..... but until we learn to suspend our own judgments, our own entrapment in Duality, no
matter how "good" we feel we are.....we are just contributing to the "problems".
Steve wrote: So what you are saying is that God is just a culmination of OUR (Reincarnated Souls)
mistakes, good and bad? As you mentioned in an earlier post God and Souls are coexistent, in that one
cannot BE without the other. So God - or God's consciousness - is merely a reflection of US and God
reflects this 'consciousness' BACK to us? Until we learn! Would that be fair to say, is that the gist of it?
Jeff wrote: "No, not until we learn.....We are all together, past and present..and Future.....God...and in
that there is no judgment of good and bad, except for the souls that have not yet culminated...and for them
these judgments of good and bad, are the stepping stones on their path to culmination....which is the First
Stage of the Spiritual Journey. The mistake made by religions and philosophies down through the ages is
that only the return path, only the path AFTER culmination is the Spiritual Path, and that the first part of
EVERY souls journey....is somehow evil and to be shunned... And don't mistake Culmination with
Learning.... it's more of a creating.... creating something totally new and different, something never seen
before in all of Creation...and never to be replicated again.
We each have a totally Unique position to fill. Each cell in the body of God has a Unique part to play...a
unique expression to make..... and all of this is built by ...basically chasing pleasure and avoiding pain..
And since we all have different ideas of what gives us pleasure and pain, we all follow a different
path...and culminate differently. And each "return trip" (often labeled "Spiritual Journey" ) is also unique
because our Return Trip is down that same unique road that we came up... only from the opposite
direction, and instead of defining everything based upon our dualistic judgments we are now seeing them
as they really are, with eyes of non judgmental Love."
Steve wrote: It is really late for me now so I will need to come back to you on this as there are a few
contradictions that I don't understand ,as yet so I need to reread it. However, I read your link and I have a
question: you mention in one of the articles the '...lies about Osama Bin Laden...' This is interesting to me
because an old 'teacher' once said to me that Saddam Hussein was 'of the Light', as in a reincarnated soul.
So I would be interested to know what you meant by the 'lies about Osama Bin Laden'. Thanks again Jeff!
Jeff wrote: Just basically the lies about him and 9/11. Scapegoat for the Piggies
Steve wrote: Hi Jeff. I’ve tried a few occasions to explain that ALL Humans develop their own Soul
NATURALLY and can live just dandy and fine for their whole lives without any external soul
whatsoever. All you have done is come back with some form of excuse to try and explain that away. So I
am going to try a different approach.

As in keeping with ALL of Nature, the creative process begins from the centre and expands outwards, and
we have to be careful of bringing in external imbalanced energies. Our (Human) Soul develops naturally
from conception through all the stages of development and growth of the human body. The human body
does NOT need, nor require any external parasitic ‘soul’ in order for any human to develop and live a
normal and full life!
Every new-born baby is born complete with its own soul and living light inside it. When a child is
conceived, as the foetus grows and the child develops and forms, the separation of the inner spirit and the
development of the soul (consciousness/identity) begins - as we covered in chapter three. This separation
allows the spirit and the child to become aware of itself and the new-born soul is naturally a perfect
reflection of the purity of the spiritual light. All this is happening within the body of the new-born and not
external to it. Creation starts from the centre and expands outwards as we have covered within these
writings.
However, it is important for ‘external’ souls from the WEB to believe that they HAVE to inhabit a human
in order for the human to have purpose and meaning, for obvious reasons. If they weren’t programmed to
believe this then they would not have any excuse or NEED to infect a living human body that already has
its’ own Soul. Why this happens, and why children in particular are targeted, not only with infection of
parasitic external souls, but with 20 toxic vaccinations in their first year, will be explained in another post.
Here I am only offering one example of many that could be used to highlight that Reincarnation is
nothing more than enforced possession of a human body:
“Dr. N: ‘Tell me what it is like to enter the mind of a baby and when you usually enter.
S: ‘In the beginning I think of it as a betrothal. I enter my current body in the eighth month. I
prefer to enter on the late side when the brain is larger so I have more to work with during the
coupling.’
Dr. N: ‘Isn’t there a downside to entering late? I mean, you are then dealing with a more
independent individual.’
S: ‘Some of my friends feel that way, I don’t. I want to be able to talk with the child when there is
more mutual awareness.’
Dr. N: ‘(being dense to elicit a response) Talk - to a fetus – what are you saying…?
S: ‘(laughs at me) Of course we interact with the child.
Dr. N: ‘Take me through this slowly. Who says what first?
S: ‘The child may say, “Who are you?”. I answer, “A friend who has come to play and be part of
you.”
Dr. N: ‘(with deliberate provocation) Isn’t that deceitful? You haven’t come to play. You have
come to occupy this mind.’
S: ‘Oh, please! Who have you been talking to? This mind and my soul were created to be together.
Do you think I am some sort of foreign intruder on Earth? I have joined with babies who
welcomed me as if I were expected.’
Dr. N: ‘There are souls who have had a different experience.’
S: ‘Look, I know souls who are clumsy. They go in like bulls in a china shop with their overeagerness to get started with an agenda. Too much frontal energy all at once sets up resistance.’
DR. N: ‘In your current lifetime, was the child at all anxious about your entry?

S: ‘No, they don’t know enough yet to be anxious. I begin by caressing the brain. I am able to
immediately project warm thoughts of love and companionship. Most babies just accept me as
being part of themselves. A few hold back – like my current body.’
DR. N: ‘Oh, really? What was unusual about this fetus?
S: ‘It wasn’t a big deal. Its thoughts were, “Now that you are here, who am I going to be?”’
Dr. N: ‘I think that’s a very big deal. Essentially, the child is acknowledging that its identity
depends on you.’
S: ‘(patiently) The child has begun to ask itself, “Who am I?” Some children are more aware of
this than others. A few are resistant because to them, we are an irritation to their inert beginnings –
like a pearl in an oyster.’
Dr. N: ‘So you don’t feel the child senses it is being forced to give up something of its
individuality?
S: ‘No, we have come as souls to give the child…depth of personality. Its being is enhanced by
our presence. Without us they would largely function as unripened fruit.’
Dr. N: ‘But does the child understand any of this before birth?’
S: ‘It only knows I want to be friends so we can do things together. We begin by communicating
with each other with simple things such as an uncomfortable body position in the womb. There
have been times when the umbilical chord was wrapped around the neck of the baby and I have
calmed the child where otherwise it might have squirmed and made things worse.’
Dr. N: ‘Please continue with how you assist the baby.’
S: ‘I prepare for birth, which is going to be a shock when it happens. Imagine being forced out of
a warm, comfortable, secure womb into the bright lights of a hospital room…the noise…having to
breathe air…being handled. The child appreciates my help because my primary goal now is to
combat fear by soothing the brain with assurances that everything will be fine.’
DR. N: ‘I wonder what it was like for children before souls came to help them?’
S: ‘The brain was too primitive then to conceptualise the trauma of birthing. There was little
awareness. (Laughs) Of course I wasn’t around in those days.’
DR. N: ‘Are you able to calm anxious mothers in this way?’
S: ‘We must be proficient. During much of my existence I had little or no effect on my mothers if
they were frightened, sad or angry during pregnancy. You must be able to align your energy
vibrations with both the child and the mother’s natural body rhythms. You have to harmonize
three sets of wave levels – which includes your own – to sooth the mother. I might even have the
baby kick the mother to let her know we are all right.’
Dr. N: ‘Then at birth, I supposed the hard work of the merger is over?’
S: ‘To be honest, the merger isn’t complete yet for me. I talk to my body as a second entity up to
the age of six. It is better not to force a full meld right away. We play games as two people for a
while.’
Dr. N: ‘I have noticed a lot of young children talk to themselves as if they were with an imaginary
playmate. Is that their soul?

S: ‘(grinning) That’s right, although our guides enjoy playing with us as young children too. And
have you also noticed the elderly talking to themselves a lot? They are preparing for separation at
the other end in their own way.’
Dr. N: ‘In general how do you feel about coming back to Earth in life after life?’
S: ‘As a gift. This is such a multifaceted planet. Sure, this place brings heartache, but it is
delightful too and incredibly beautiful. The human body is a marvel of form and structure. I never
cease to be awed by each new body, the many different ways I can express myself in them,
especially in the most important way – love.’10
We can understand from the above description of ‘reincarnation’ given to Dr Newton by a ‘reincarnated
soul’ that this type of soul is totally external to the ‘soul’ of the foetus, baby or young child, and is merely
biding its time using deceitful tactics, pretending to be a playmate and so forth until it can gain the
confidence of the child and enter the child’s energy field. This is similar to a virus or pathogen that cannot
enter a healthy cell and it has to wait for the cell’s energy field to become compromised or weakened
before it can enter and cause damage to the cell and interrupt its memory and energy fields, thereby
causing the cell to become ill or unhealthy.
Contrast Dr Modi’s findings on ‘imaginary playmates’ with the account given above: ‘In psychiatry,
when a child reports having an imaginary playmate, we consider it to be a product of the young child’s
imagination. But I have had many patients who reported their childhood imaginary playmates as being the
possessing earthbound entities in them. These entities often claimed they liked playing with my patients
when they were young and then went in their bodies at some point when the patients were sick or upset or
after they had surgery.’11
This represents a perfect reflection of what we have been discussing throughout these writings, that
imbalanced energies exist outside of us and we are encouraged in many teachings and healing modalities
to open up our energy fields and bring these imbalances in willingly. We now know exactly what these
imbalances really are.
These lost souls are programmed into believing that these human beings, who they have been
brainwashed into ‘entering’ - very often young children - are primitive and cannot survive without their
help. They forget that these young children have existed quite happily without them for much of their
lives and, if they had been that ‘primitive’ I’m pretty sure the parents would have noticed!
And what of the original soul born with this new baby? ‘Now that you are here, who am I going to be?’
We can also see that it can take these lost souls many years to enter the body and begin to influence the
original soul that developed with the body: ‘To be honest, the merger isn’t complete yet for me. I talk
to my body as a second entity up to the age of six. It is better not to force a full meld right away. We
play games as two people for a while.’10
Much of what you have just read about the ‘reincarnation’ of these possessing lost souls may appear
disturbing*, but for me the really disturbing part about all this is that these lost souls actually do believe
they are entering a body prepared for them. They also believe that they are there to take over the mind of
the human soul to improve its life and give it depth of personality. These lost souls firmly believe that
they are reincarnating into a new life, THEIR life, and they cannot see or comprehend that they are
merely possessing a living human soul. This is like a computer virus that searches and searches until it
finds a weakness and a way into the computer and then unloads its programmed payload causing havoc in
the host.
It is only when we examine the false spirit world (Core of God/WEB) that these lost souls describe
coming from – their perceived home - that we can begin to comprehend that they have been totally
brainwashed and conditioned into believing that what they say is correct.

Without going into all the details that are available describing this astral reality where the soul can end up,
I will offer instead a brief summary of how these lost souls describe this ‘spirit world’. As we covered in
the last chapter this reality is full of Temples, Churches, Mosques, Synagogues, Schools, Classrooms and
religious beliefs remain pretty much as they were in the physical. Souls are remodelled or reshaped
(reprogrammed) by the Keepers, Watchers, Masters, Ascended Masters, Sacred Masters, Teachers,
Guides, Wise ones, Old ones, The Venerate Ones or the Venerables and the Elders (The Council of
Elders) who hold the meetings with these lost souls in places such as The Council Chamber where the
souls previous life is evaluated and a new ‘life’ is planned out for them. There are also the Akashic
Records, a library of ‘life-books’, and the same hierarchal structure we find on Earth.
Here the lost soul literally returns to school. The lost souls are taught in classrooms with desks and
blackboards and white boards. They are taught to be more intellectual and that the ‘Mind’ and the
intellect are all important. Their own thoughts are returned to them and superimposed with thoughts from
guides, and elders, etc., until these thoughts penetrate and stay with the lost soul. It is here that the lost
soul is programmed for its next reincarnation in a body it believes has been specially prepared for it. Also
speaking about anything of what happens in the meetings with the Elders/Masters etc., is strictly
forbidden. Getting direct information from these lost souls is difficult because these lost souls have to
observe the Law of Silence and they have been conditioned to believe that this is a test to see if they can
hold the truths of that which is sacred. So, on the one hand, these souls paint a picture of this reality being
one of open love and communication by telepathy, but when push comes to shove in questioning we find
out that they are not allowed to say anything to other souls about their communication with the Elders et
al. A further reason given to these lost souls for observing this law is that if they were to share their
knowledge with others it could create havoc and if these profound teachings were to be used incorrectly it
could cause problems with another soul.
Why all the secrecy? These actions are more akin to a cult mentality than a spirit world full of,
supposedly, unconditional love and light.
Additionally, it is interesting here to point out that the Keepers, Monks who keep a constant eye on these
souls, wear their robes and keep the hoods covering their faces. No soul ever sees their faces at all; they
are covered up at all times. If these souls could see their faces I think they would realise they had ended
up in the wrong reality. These Keepers as they are called, I have seen clinging to the back of a number of
people, preventing them from moving forward and into the light, and where their face should be, there is
nothing. It is totally black, a deep void – death.
It is obvious these lost souls are completely programmed in this astral reality (false spirit world) to do the
bidding of the Astral Lords ( Council of Elders et al) and various Thought-forms and that they do
genuinely believe they are reincarnating into a body specifically prepared for them. There are a plethora
of books out today about the soul and ‘reincarnated souls’ who would have us believe the reality they are
describing is the real spirit world and this ‘comfort’ of life after death in this ‘reality’ appeals directly to
the emotional body of the reader. It gives the ego hope of survival. Yet nothing could be further from the
truth. These books are merely describing the illusory afterlife, the Astral Reality full of Archons, thoughtforms and lost souls – the prison of the soul and the ‘middle place’ as Jesus allegedly called it in the
Gnostic texts.
Here we can understand the symbolic story of Adam and Eve totally and that the Tree of Life is the
deceitful promise of Eternal Life offered to Souls leaving the physical body in the form of reincarnation.
We can also see that these lost (external) souls from the Wheel of Life/WEB/Core of God are merely
hanging onto the shirttails of living human souls to literally ‘hitch-a-ride’ or a life. If without these lost
souls to help us, we remain as primitive as they would have us believe, I’m sure a parent or two would
have noticed their wee Amy swinging between the trees, over-indulging on bananas and dragging her
knuckles on the ground in the meantime. Otherwise, how could the human body survive this long without
drawing attention to its primitive self? Of course this is not the case at all; here we are merely witnessing
what we would understand today as being a case of possession! It is as simple as that.

The fact that it can take many, many years for these ‘lost’ external souls to ‘reincarnate’ (enter) into the
‘body’ of a human, shows this to be the case too. More on WHY children are targeted in another post to
follow at some point…
Jeff wrote: "Hmm??? First of all there is only one soul per human, and it begins when that soul is born
....having nothing to do with a body, the body comes when it comes and is just temporary clothing for a
soul...to be discarded at the end of the Life. There is no separate Soul. A soul is external to the body, but
merges so to speak and motivates it through it's life. It isn't possession....because without it....it would be
an empty soulless lump of flesh which would die. You have this interesting idea that there is some thing
called a human soul that is just attached to the one body, this is not the case...the soul is eternal...or at
least lasts a heck of a long time until it Merges.... with the Spiritual Sun.... The body is just the vehicle for
it's ..... evolution and it's expression.
Yes, books do describe the illusory after life heaven and Hell realms as if they are some kind of goal,
when they are really just as real as this life here, and no more. Your confusion seems to come from your
ideas that there is some separate soul besides the one that we have that goes on and on. Not sure where
you came upon this idea, I've never heard it postulated before. It's sounds to me like you might be
confusing the etheric body with the soul....but not sure. So you have that right, the afterlife is just a
reflection of the astral nature which is created in this Life. The astral realm is the realm of desire and is
deeply connected to ALL humans on the first turn of the wheel. Heavens and Hells are created by
Humans...and they fall into them during death because they resonate at similar frequencies. This is why
my teachers taught me to avoid them like the Plague.... There are no external souls...NONE...It's against
all Law. There is not one thing that is separate from the Web...not one."
Steve wrote: Sorry Jeff, you are completely wrong. That is what you have been programmed to believe.
ALL Souls develop NATURALLY with ALL NEW LIFE! This is how Nature works and it is Spiritual
Law. The Human Body is NOT a vehicle for external souls. to 'play' with and discard when they are
done! Study nature and you will see. I see so many people that are not 'occupied' living with the soul that
developed naturally with the body; living life to the full, happy, intelligent, funny people with their OWN
soul and not a parasitic one sent down from the astral heavens. Souls from the WEB have been duped
Jeff. It is all a lie. But all these souls can escape this indoctrination if they wake up! They can use the
Living Light of Creation that animates all living things to purify their soul and return it to its' perfect
balance, just as it is when it starts to form in the Womb. I will share more when I have time...
Jeff wrote: I Don't agree, and it doesn't start in the womb, it starts in the Spiritual Sun...in the Light. And
most of humanity has been duped, into the One Life then death concept so you better be good and put
money in the pot... That's where the duping took place, not in the Buddhist Monastery's or other schools
of learning. I place my experience upon against anyone's Ideas...usually based on ideas of others, usually
based upon bullshit with ulterior motives. Understanding the evolution of the Soul has been something to
get one ..... killed, for thousands of years, I'm afraid you are the one who has been duped. The Living
Light of Creation is where the souls begin...not the womb, and it is where they return after they have
made their expression, which takes quite some time in our time... but not in God's time. So then, what is
the purpose of the soul in your thinking, what is it';s evolution...what happens to it when the vehicle
"dies"...Just curious what you think on these things, you seem to have a .... hmm, unique viewpoint I've
never come across and that doesn't really fit in with everything I have known and seen and experienced in
many lives....
Steve wrote: Yes the development of the Soul starts in the womb. It is how all nature works .The Soul is
just 'consciousness', our gradual awareness of who and what we are as we develop. As the human soul
develops it becomes the Sum of who and what we are at any moment in time, changing as we are
developing. It is our identity, our spiritual signal if you like that is broadcast to,and in contact with, all
living things around us. It is how we communicate with the whole of Nature on a subliminal level,
through sharing and interacting with 'consciousness' around us. When the human body dies, the Soul lives
on. What happens to it depends entirely upon what it has become because consciousness attracts like for
like. So this is where the astral reality - where possessive souls come from - comes into play. Because if
the human in life believes in all the lies - religion, new age etc - then this sullies the soul/consciousness

and if it has NOT become possessed whilst living, then the soul when it dies will naturally attract and be
attracted by the likeness in consciousness, the disease in consciousness that is the Astral. So the astral
gets a 'new' soul to program and destroy., send down to possess other human souls, and so it goes on and
more and more of humanity becomes controlled. If the Soul remains pure and FREE of all astral influence
and its' programmed Souls, then the HUMAN Soul escapes this false reality and lives in an afterlife
completely free of control and the lie that is reincarnation. There is a lot more to this, as to WHY the
astral is so FEARFUL of humans and their PERFECT SOULS, and it being the perfect reflection of the
Living Light of Creation, and WHY the astral HAS TO pollute these humans souls as quickly as possible
because they represent a threat to their own diseased consciousness. But I need time to type it all up.
Steve wrote: Oh ,and one has to fully understand the difference between the Soul and the Spirit to even
begin to comprehend this..
Steve wrote: Here is a good article explaining the difference between the Soul & Spirit. One needs to
remember that the Spirit just IS. It doesn't think, emote, judge or anything else, it just IS. It animates life
without thought, preference or anything. It always remains what it IS. Enjoy:
http://www.equilibrauk.com/soulandspirit.pdf
Jeff wrote: "So the development of the soul begins in the womb... then at what point does it become our
connection to Nature, and the rest of the web. Seriously it's no wonder you see the Dark Monks in Hoods
as this Paradigm is fairly connected to those wonderful fellas who brought us the Inquisition.So is this
soul that begins forming in the womb, is it Light and wise and good, and then through the course of Life
becomes sullied with all these things you have judged as Negative and worthy of sending us to a nasty
afterlife... You have been duped by the age old Master Dupe. The one that has carried religion into the
dark recesses of judgment. The astral is not fearful of humans, it was created and is maintained by
humans... It is not the astral that pollutes humans but humans that pollute the astral. The astral is only an
energetic reflection of human desire and fear...without the humans to motivate it, it would not exist. This
is all very warped thinking you have here, but loosely based on some energetic realities. Much like so
much prejudice is. Yes, when we die our consciousness gravitates energetically towards whatever is Like
it on the astral plane, this is where the religious ideas of if you are bad you go to hell, and good you go to
heaven...
But that's all human bullshit. That is all human judgment. In reality there is no judgment of good or
bad....it's all simply energetic, and guess what, most folks tend to go to both realms...the heavens and
hells. The easiest way to understand the difference between souls and spirit I think is the way it was
shown to me.We'll look at it on an archetype level. There is the Web... A Huge web of points all
connected by fibers of Light...interwoven...all one thing. At the Center of this web is a huge ever growing
ball of Light. That Light, and the fibers that connect all the points, and the Light which shines through all
the points....is Spirit. A Soul is a Point in the Web...separate, yet connected to all other points through
Spirit...and energetically motivated by Spirit ...and Spirits Mantra which is basically...go forth and
become your unique self. And here is a little secret you should come to understand. THERE ARE NO
LIES in the Web, just different perspectives. The astral is a creation of all souls that have ever been, it is
the accumulated total of all their desires and fears while they were on the first turn of the wheel... It is a
mistake to condemn it as without it there would be no God, there would be no evolution...and all that we
know would cease to exist. We all have a physical and astral and an etheric body....all these make up who
we are and who we are meant to be. Denying any part of ourselves is only a cause of distress and
disease."
Jeff wrote: I'm looking at your article. A few observations. First nothing affects a souls purity. You don't
quite understand how a soul evolves. You bought into the old ideas. We are not born totally Light, we
carry over a lot of stuff. It is a souls JOB to (in it's early development" to collect all those things you
condemn..... It's not a single lifetime. We spend many lifetimes like the Koch Brothers... we have to, it's
how we find our place in the whole... and not until we culminate in that SEPARATE UNIQUE
EXPRESSION, that we can begin being the Holy folks you seem to think everyone must. Everyone
WILL, eventually...but not until they've gone through duality and made their judgments (as you are doing
very much)_ and through these find their Unique Position in relation to everything else. Then the souls

journey changes, and it is the Light that they return to. But EVERY SINGLE SOUL that is and ever was,
first went away from the Light. That's what Leaving the Garden was symbol of. It's built into the plan, it's
a part of Every souls evolution through many lifetimes...and to condemn it only binds us to our own
future Hells, because as long as we are judging.... that judgment will imprison us..... it will be that
resonance, that frequency that pulls us into the Hell Realms for a time during death.
I don't think we will come to an agreement as to how it is, we are on opposite ends of understanding this.
You have chosen to believe that the soul is consciousness.... to me it is beyond that...more
refined.Certainly it will eventually motivate consciousness, and even for the young ones will very
subliminally, but it is not the same thing. Our consciousness goes into Hell Realms when we die, or
Heaven Realms...or as my Teachers taught me, to the White Hall.... but the soul is more than that, the soul
is always waiting. you could say that the soul is like a loosely followed blueprint for consciousness.
Steve wrote: Thanks Jeff. You have just confirmed a lot of what I was saying, even if you do not realise
this. All consciousness can be affected, for the good, or for the bad. That is the nature of consciousness. It
is the only reason we become ill after all, when the consciousness of the cell is altered from a balanced
state to an imbalanced one. It is a fundamental basic of how consciousness works. Consciousness happens
when 'energy' and 'information' have a medium that allows them to coexist and become animated.
WATER is that medium; it allows energy and information to come together and express themselves - this
IS consciousness! The Spirit and the Soul are completely different, as previously explained. The Spirit
just IS, it is ENERGY. The Soul is the reflection of that energy and information it receives, and if
information is changed in any way - as in possession by another external piece of 'consciousness', aka
reincarnated soul - then the occupied Soul changes accordingly. No different to a recipient of a donor
organ taking on the beliefs, likes, dislikes and even character and personality of the dead donor. This is
very basic knowledge Jeff, but the problem is the Astral firmly believes IT is the creator of all things and
so believes - and imparts this to those souls it controls - that the Soul is the Spirit. YOU have been duped,
lied to, deceived, but it is not too late for you or any other RS. You have a chance. I will share more when
I have the time...this is INTERESTING!
Steve wrote: To Jeff and everyone reading these posts on Reincarnation - If people have read Jeff’s posts
diligently, then they will be aware of quite a few inconsistencies and contradictions contained therein. So
I would like to summarise this debate by focussing on a few of these contradictions. The first one I would
like to address is the statement ‘The astral is not fearful of humans, it was created and is maintained by
humans…’
This is of course very true. Humans did indeed create the astral and I’ll explain why later. Therefore, if
humans created the astral reality then the Souls’ of humans must have developed naturally BEFORE the
astral and the ‘souls’ within it existed! This is true, human souls developed naturally in accordance with
ALL of Nature because humans have existed for many tens of thousands of years before WE (or more
correctly our ancestral lawmakers) created this astral reality. So good people, humans are not these
useless lumps of empty soulless flesh that the ‘Souls’ from God’s Heaven, the Core of God, the Web of
Consciousness or the Wheel of Evolution think we are. You would think that these astral-soon-to-bereincarnated ‘souls’ would show a little more benevolence towards humans because, after all, WE created
their reality! But no, that is just how this astral reality and the dead souls within it perceive humans – they
despise us! In fact the astral despises ALL living things, Nature, the Earth and everything living on it. I
will explain why later.
So what else does this statement tell us? Well, as Jeff correctly pointed out the Astral, its’ Souls and
‘God’ coexist (in the WEB) and neither can exist without the other; ‘Yeah, basically the Souls are the
cells of God, without all of the cells, there would be no God...and without God there would not be the
cells…’ So from this we can safely deduce that ‘God’ could not possibly exist BEFORE the Astral and
the Souls within it were created, because they are ONE and the SAME coexistent consciousness!
Therefore, Humans existed BEFORE ‘God’! As humans created the Astral and everything in it, especially

as the ‘Souls’ AND ‘God’ are a coexistent consciousness, then it follows that Humans must have also
created ‘God’, the ‘God/Spiritual Sun’ that lies at the centre of the Core of God/WEB/Wheel of
Evolution. So good people, Humans created ‘God’ NOT the other way around! In fact most of
Creation existed for billions of years BEFORE ‘God’ was created by our ego-human ancestors. But WHY
did Humans create ‘God’ and why do so many people believe in this false ‘God’? God was created for
one purpose and one purpose alone; to CONTROL the populous! At that time all cultures were basically
polytheistic by nature and with so many ‘Gods’ and beliefs for the Law Makers (Archons/Priest Kings et
al) to contend with, this made it difficult for them to ‘control’ the people. So the Monotheistic God of
Religion was created along with the Religious Books of the time that contained the Word of [this false]
‘God’. Though it took centuries before human indoctrinated-belief in this man-created monotheistic
‘God’ was able to usurp totally our polytheistic beliefs and our ‘awareness’ of our inter connectedness to,
and with, Nature, replacing it with the unnatural human-created ‘connection’ with ‘God’. So in simple
terms ‘God’ was created to control humans and the Astral Reality was born!
We need to understand a little of human evolution to appreciate and fully understand the reasons behind
‘why’ humans created ‘God’. We need to understand that our early ancestors were ‘hunter gatherers’. We
were ALL polytheistic by nature, having numerous ‘gods’ for numerous reasons. Our ancestors lived
mostly on instinct and intuition just like everything else in nature. As humans developed, made more
‘tools’ and became more creative, the left hemisphere of the brain began to develop to the detriment of
the right. Human intelligence began to grow at an exponential rate. Along with the growth of human
intelligence humans also began to develop an Ego, the blight of humanity today. The Ego is a pea-sized
organism housed in the left hemisphere of the brain called the Ego Centre; it is the ‘I Am Presence’, the
Singularity of Self. Thus began the gradual disassociation – or disconnection if you prefer – between
humans and our natural connectedness with everything around us. Awareness of this ‘connection’ began
to disappear and slowly those ego-humans developed greed, quickly followed by the desire for Power and
Control. In short Leaders/Rulers/Law Makers arose from the most egotistical of humans, those with the
desire for power and control, and so Kingdoms (Areas) of Control were created and the total control over
the populous gradually began to increase thanks to this false ‘god’ and ‘his’ false religions. Our
connection with ‘creation’ was changed from one WITH nature and all things natural, to one with the
Priest Kings, Men of the Cloth and Religious Buildings NOT connected with nature or anything natural,
but instead connected to the astral reality. In all fairness it would be correct to say that the Astral Reality
is an ‘ego-consciousness’. So how has the Astral grown so powerful over the years? First we need to
understand WHY the astral hates human life and all living things so much for us to be able to appreciate
exactly how this growth has happened.
I covered in an earlier post that every new born develops its’ own brand new Soul because this is how
nature works. Nature and the ‘real true’ Energy-Source of Creation just IS, pure, unadulterated, clean,
balanced, healthy, pristine, unconditional and free from any astral pollution. Everything in nature and
creation works in the same simple way to produce new life that is animated by this amazing creative
energy, and therefore every new-born baby develops its’ own brand new soul that is the perfect reflection
of this purity, balance and pristineness of the Spiritual Light, the Living Light of Creation. In fact All new
creation in Nature is exactly the same, reflecting the myriad of wonders of this creative energy with a
reflective pristine soul/consciousness. As all of nature is naturally connected with this pure pristine
consciousness it is reflected back into the collective consciousness of the Earth, so what we project
outwardly we receive back in abundance. Well that is how it should be, and would be if it were not for
this astral reality and the ‘souls’ therein that ‘reincarnate’.
As the Astral is an impure, unclean, imbalanced disease in consciousness then this ‘purity’ of
consciousness being shared by all living things with the collective consciousness of the Earth, that ALL
living things interact with, represents a threat to the existence of the astral. As a result the astral despises

ALL living things because nature and all LIVING things animated by the real LIVING light of creation
creates an abundance of balancing and healing consciousness that is shared to the collective whole! This
applies to human souls too that have not become polluted, the ‘how’ of which we will come to shortly. So
the astral – to survive being ‘healed’ by this purity of consciousness – has to find ways of polluting the
Earth’s consciousness, and everything that contributes to this purity of consciousness, in order for it to
continue its’ existence. This requires not only the pollution of the soul/consciousness within humans, but
the ‘consciousness’ within the whole of nature too, that is ALL living things: the Air, the Land, the Food,
the Animals, the Oceans and Rivers and so on. The Astral pollutes the Earth’s consciousness in ways I’ve
alluded to in an earlier post, through the programming of Soul Groups who must OBEY the Law of
Silence, who are then sent down to Earth to infect humans, control their actions and create the desired
pollution of things natural. We can see this happening all over the world at the moment and we will come
back to this shortly.
As Jeff said in an earlier post the Astral is contracting! The purity of the collective consciousness of the
Earth and everything that contributes to this purity is gradually beginning to heal and repair this ‘disease’
in consciousness, just as Nature does. More so with the recent explosion in human population, yet another
reason the Astral want global depopulation. Which is why as Jeff said, [reincarnated] ‘Souls’ are getting
jittery, forcing them to make their human puppets - who they now fully control through having achieved a
full meld/coupling, or ‘occupancy’ - to carry out the drastic measures we are witnessing all over the world
today. The unnecessary wars, the terrorism, child and sexual abuse, the GMOs, toxic chemicals in
medications, vaccinations and toxic chemicals that are also being sprayed into the air we breathe on a
regular basis, the pollution of the Oceans, the rivers, the land, our food supply and so on. In fact
everything these Reincarnated Souls can pollute, these ‘souls’ will pollute, just to try and save the
‘disease in consciousness’ that they and their reality truly are from being ‘healed’. This is why, with all
this idiocy happening in the world today, people are saying the world is in a mess, there are some crazy
things going on and none of it makes any sense. Well now it does, or at least should. This ‘craziness’ is
also why there is a lot of talk about a Global Agenda to Depopulate the Planet, which is true. It has
always been the Astral Lords intention to reduce human population to serve two purposes, as I alluded to
in an earlier post. One reason is that depopulation would reduce the amount of purity of consciousness
from unoccupied human souls being shared with the Collective Whole – the Earth’s Consciousness – and
secondly by reducing the human population to a level whereby the number of humans equalled the
number of ‘Souls’ available to occupy them. Then ALL humans would be possessed by astral entities
(reincarnated souls) and as a result would not be able to contribute any pure consciousness to the
Collective Consciousness which represents such a threat to the Astral.
Of course the Astral has used many means over the years to reduce human population, Religion and the
crusades and everything before it, the World Wars, the Spanish Flu Pandemic of 1918 deliberately caused
by ‘vaccination’ NOT Flu, and many other means which I’m sure the reader will be aware of.
Jeff also said that not only was the astral ‘…created by humans, but maintained by it…and without
humans to motivate it, it would not exist’. This is so true. So let us examine HOW we humans maintain
and motivate it. Firstly we have to understand that the astral is DEAD, it is not part of the Living Light of
Creation, not animated by the Spiritual Energy in anyway. Therefore, the Astral NEEDS energy from
living humans to feed on, and keep the astral reality going. It achieves this through ‘belief systems’! Yes,
ALL our belief systems have either been created by this astral reality through ‘infected humans’
controlled by their attached ‘Souls’, through humans channelling so-called spiritual wisdom from what
they believe to be a ‘higher source’ or wisdom or some spiritual hierarchy or other, plus through other
beliefs that have been deliberately infiltrated – such as Buddhism and Taoism - and gradually changed
over the years to point our human focus towards their reality. So how do we actually feed them energy?
Well, the benefit to the astral comes in two ways. One is that when people buy into the lie of any belief

system this begins to pollute their Soul. As consciousness attracts like for like, something Jeff and I agree
upon totally, then the human with any belief created by the astral begins to attract this astral
consciousness to them, like attracts like. This pollutes their soul further and so a more polluted part of the
astral is attracted to them and their soul becomes even more polluted. This goes on ad infinitum until that
human is totally controlled by the astral. As this human’s soul is now impure, then it cannot contribute
any purity to the collective consciousness of the Earth. All it can do it contribute more impurity which
helps the astral. Remember that all living things are animated by this living light of creation, energy if
you like. The soul acts like a filter on this energy and so the ‘condition’ of the ‘soul’ determines whether
we contribute purity and healing, or pollution and disease
Secondly, the astral is fed energy from humans through their belief systems. As belief, thought, prayer
and so on is ‘energy’, then through our belief in the lie, our prayers to ‘God’ or whatever other
supernatural being the astral has created to fool us, along with invocations, ceremonies, rituals and
everything else associated with belief systems, means we are contributing our human energy to the astral.
WE are feeding it energy and helping it to survive. This is WHY all our belief systems have been created,
to FEED this astral ‘God’ and the polluted ‘souls’ in this WEB of Consciousness/Core of God/Wheel of
Evolution. So, symbolically one could say that the a good proportion of humans caught up in the lie of
‘belief’ – today at least – are no more than batteries for the Astral. Brilliantly simple yet effective and it
has worked like a dream for thousands of years. When I say ALL our beliefs then I mean ALL, not just
religion, but the New Age, Freemasonry, the Qabala, the Occult, Satanism, Wicca and so on.
At this point we may as well cover the issue of how the astral has grown over the years. As more people
came to buy in to the lie of religion – and later the New Age, Healing Modalities like Reiki and numerous
other pseudo-religious beliefs - then their Souls became sullied, polluted by this astral consciousness. As
consciousness attracts like for like, then when these people died, their Soul, being consciousness,
naturally migrated towards, and was attracted to and by, this Astral Consciousness. So more and more
human Souls are being captured to be processed and then brainwashed into doing the bidding of the
Astral Lords in whichever way they so desire. This continues today with the souls of all the believers
being captured by the Astral Reality. Some people reading this may think that there is no escape from the
Astral, but they would be completely wrong. As I mentioned earlier, the whole of creation shares pure
consciousness with the collective consciousness of the Earth. Therefore this pure consciousness, this
complete balance, this health and purity of unconditional love exists for all souls in the afterlife too. The
important thing to note here is that if we keep our Soul as pure as possible while we are alive, by not
buying into ANY belief system – or binning it if we have – and work through our heart centre with
compassion for all living things, work WITH Nature rather than against it, then when we die, our Soul
being still pure will naturally migrate to this PURE consciousness. Here we can live for eternity in total
peace, in the beauty and splendour of the complete unconditional love and balance of this consciousness.
No teaching, no programming or brainwashing, no rules or regulations, no beatings, no judgement and
NO reincarnation. Just enjoy being as ONE with Nature and the Universe.
If this issue were not so serious for the whole of creation then the real irony here, symbolically speaking ,
is that for religious people, the very Devil that they fear so much is only the one and the same ‘God’
that they pray to and invite into their lives every day to save them. Symbolically speaking, that is just
how clever the Devil (astral God) is at duping and controlling people. Another real irony is that today,
and for thousands of years, Humans have been controlled and manipulated by their OWN creation.
So why are children’ targeted so much, especially by these astral souls? This is because without their
intervention ALL new born babies would be born with a pure Soul that perfectly reflected the Living
Light of Creation. As we know, the Astral does not like this purity as it represents a threat to their very
existence and they cannot afford for that purity of soul to remain into adulthood where it can share its’
purity with others around it. Therefore it is of paramount importance that the ‘souls’ of these new-borns

are polluted as soon as possible. The Reincarnated Souls get into the womb through the beliefs of the
parents, in particular the pregnant woman. If the mother prays and asks for God’s help, or the help from
any other supernatural being, then the mother is giving these astral entities full blown permission to enter
her energy field and soul by asking them to. This is also how people with beliefs, like religion, the new
age, become infected by ‘souls’ from the astral heavens, the Core of God/WEB, where their own soul
become polluted as a result, representing less of a threat to the astral by sharing a polluted consciousness
with the collective Earth consciousness. Consciousness attracts like for like so the more people buy into
their belief system the more attachments they have and the greater the risk of a full meld/coupling taking
place. So the astral uses the pregnant mother’s belief/s to gain access to her soul/energy field BUT
because it does not have permission from the foetus, it cannot enter. But it gets as close as it can through
this method of entry. Then the reincarnated soul plays games with the child, trying to gain its’ trust, all
the while waiting for any opportunity to be allowed in when accepted by the child. Generally this can take
many years after the child is born. Which is why some young children have what adults believe to be
‘imaginary friends’, talking and playing with them. But they are not imaginary they are astral entities,
reincarnated souls trying to possess the child. Sometimes they are successful, other times they are not. It
pretty much depends on how well loved the child is and how much time the parents give to the child in
that respect. If the child is neglected, abused or undergoes severe trauma, then these are the opportunities
that the reincarnated souls to use to gain access to child’s energy field and ultimately their soul as the
child turns to ‘them’ for the comfort and support it is not getting from the parents. This is why there is a
lot of child abuse to facilitate the entities control and full occupancy.
To further weaken the child’s purity of soul, within the first year they receive no less than 20 toxic
inoculations, which has the desired effect of polluting the soul AND also making it easier for astral
entities to try and take control and make a Full Meld. More vaccinations follow in the coming years and if
all this doesn’t get the child ‘infected’ with an entity or two, then along comes the education system
designed to erode this purity even further by making sure the child develops the left brain intellect to the
detriment of the right brain and our connection with all of nature. Today education is much worse thanks
to the reincarnated souls within the system who have now secured Common Core and Islam in the
curriculum of Western education. Then there is Mercury Amalgam fillings, a toxic substance that is also
found in vaccinations. When I was a child we had School Dentists and when we went to Junior School we
were forced to have at least NINE fillings whether we required them or not. Then we have Fluoride, a
poison and the major ingredient in anaesthetics, which we are putting into our mouths a number of times
a day, not to mention being forced to consume it either because it is in our water supplies. We have toxic
and dangerous Chemotherapy and Radiation Therapy to treat Cancer while all the proven natural cures
are suppressed. We are seeing the removal of thousands of natural supplements, Herbs, Minerals,
Tinctures and Ayurvedic Remedies year on year, being replaced with reincarnated-soul-created synthetic
dead alternatives. We have the non-existent AIDS Virus (yes it is a Syndrome good people, not a virus
and all the various symptomologies included in this ‘syndrome’ have known causes and cures) whereby a
FAILED Chemotherapy Drug taken off the market because it was too toxic and dangerous, AZT, is now
used to treat anybody that presents as HIV Positive! In some States in the US any pregnant woman who
tests positive for HIV must by LAW be treated with AZT. This is causing birth deformities and these
unfortunate children are nicknamed ‘AZT Children’. Now there are around sixty (60) False-Positives for
the HIV Test and one of them is PREGNANCY!
Children targeted time and time again! Then we have to also consider paedophilia which is rife in the
upper Echelons of Government - and despite a huge cover up, is starting to come out into the open - in the
Church, the Judiciary, the Police, Care Homes for Children, and on and on we could go. The Astral must
pollute the children at all costs and abuse opens them up to entity attachment occupancy, which is why so
many abused children go on to abuse children themselves. It is all about ‘consciousness’ and in particular
this diseased consciousness from the Astral Reality and the reincarnated souls they use to pollute and

control humans. We also have millions of innocent people dying every year, mostly children, due to
malnutrition, poor sanitation and dirty water supplies. With the resources and technology we have today
this should be happening at all. Yet it does happen year on year because it is allowed to happen by those
humans in power who are completely controlled by their reincarnated soul.
We also have the health dangers from EMFs and all things Wireless which is growing exponentially
around the world; more and more brain tumours and various other cancers are developing in people who
use mobiles and employ wireless equipment in their homes and work place. We have all the toxic
chemicals such as Fire Retardant chemicals in our furniture, carpets, electronic equipment and most
serious of all, in our mattresses where we spend a third of our life sleeping and breathing. Yet they are
totally unnecessary and do not even work and create a huge toxic hazard for Fire Fighters when they do
catch fire. Never mind the occupants of the house if they are inside it at the time of the fire.
There are hundreds of other examples that could be offered to demonstrate this point, but hopefully there
are enough shared for people to see a deliberate pattern building up here? All natural things are slowly
being killed or replaced with synthetic dead and often toxic alternatives. Wildlife is becoming extinct
more and more and we are in real danger of losing the Bees. If we look at the hundreds of examples that
we are all aware of, do we actually consider that all these are just coincidences happening all over the
world, in all walks of life? NO, none of this is a coincidence, it is all PREPLANNED in the Astral
Heavens before their polluted ‘souls’ are sent down to possess and take over the their human host.
Everything in fine detail is pre-planned and taught religiously in Soul Groups in God’s Heaven (WEB)
who have to OBEY the Law of Silence for an obvious reason. If any of these ‘souls’ did actually discover
what other soul groups were being taught then they would figure very quickly that something REAL
BAD was happening.
So good people, this has nothing to do with Aliens, Greys Blues or Yellows, Reptilians or Lizards and
definitely no hybrids of any kind. It is ALL about consciousness: the type we have created through ego
and greed and some people’s desire for power and control!
Why am I sharing this information? I am sharing it purely because of my love for the whole of Humanity,
because I genuinely care about the Earth, Nature and every living species that inhabits it. I really hope
that by sharing this information it will help people to wake up and realise just how people have been lied
to and duped for thousands of years. I hope it helps people make sense of all the idiocy going on in the
world today. I hope it stops people from looking for the ‘devil’ in every single place apart from where it
actually exists, right within their own belief system! I hope people will be able to realise just who and
what the ‘enemy’ really is and that Reincarnated Souls ARE the problem along with the Astral Reality
from where they come. I hope this information is understood by as many people as possible in the hope
that this encourages many people to stop feeding this astral reality, this disease in consciousness that is
slowly killing the Earth and ALL Living Species on it. I hope this information helps people to walk away
from their astral-created beliefs and place them in the dustbin where they deserve to be and begin the
journey into freedom and purification of the Soul.
If more and more people begin to cease feeding the Astral through beliefs, worship and everything else
involved, then we will gradually begin to see remarkable changes taking place in the world. We will see
humanity coming together and working toward helping each other just as it should be. Humanity is all
one, one and the same species. There are no differences to be found inside of us, other than a deliberately
programmed soul/consciousness through taking on Astral belief systems. We should never have allowed
ourselves to become separated by beliefs in the first place. That is down to the Astral and how clever the
astral can be. Time to stop being duped and recover the Soul we were born with and learn once again to
get along with our neighbours and fellow humans. This is how it should be, and can be if only we STOP
feeding this Astral Reality and ‘God’ and its’ diseased Web of Consciousness.

It is now up to the people to make the necessary changes to their lives needed to stop and reduce this
threat to all living things presented by this astral reality and the programmed ‘souls’ it uses to control us.
First, we must STOP feeding it and the rest will follow naturally. That is the essence of how
consciousness works.
Thank you for reading!

